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Since it is mobile friendly, incident 
reports are accessible in any 
device anywhere provided you are 
connected to the internet. This is 
very useful to our staff.

We recommend QUASR 
incident reporting for its 
intuitive and rich features. It is 
quick and easy to deploy, 
efficient and affordable as well as 
user friendly, too. 

“

Cloud based
Secure SaaS

PDPA Compliant
24x7 available

Statistics
Actionable insights
Real time reports

Management dashboards

Incident Reporting
Encourage participation

Easy to use
Built-in incident forms

Lean and Clean
Lean workflow

Keep everyone informed
Industry Best practices

Why QUASR?

Patient Safety Solutions 
For Every Hospital



Secure SaaS 

Configurable software

Friendly audit logs

Collaboration platform

Protect Identity

Rich widgets

Multi-lingual

Our Story Unique Features of QUASR

Drive Quality Improvement Efforts and A
Culture of Participation

Quality Improvement

Make incident reporting easy, meaningful and
part of your patient safety culture.

Incident Manager

QUASR Incident Manager (IM) is our flagship 
offering towards Patient Safety. IM uses an indus-
try standard workflow supporting multiple 
incident types. The incident type forms are built-in 
and customisable to suit your priorities. IM inte-
grates multiple innovative platform level features 
that make it simple and efficient for Quality team. 
By keeping all stakeholders updated, IM equips 
you to make better decisions towards meeting 
and raising your organization’s patient safety 
goals.

Quality Improvement Manager (QIM) is our 
second offering towards Service Quality and 
Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI).  QIM 
streamlines your QI process, digitises and pro-
vides management visibility across function 
groups.  QIM improves accountability, drives 
hospital-wide quality initiatives, improvement 
efforts and outcomes.

We are a technology company with more than a 
decade of experience implementing Risk and 
Safety Management solutions across industries 
including Healthcare. We understand that 
Healthcare has some unique needs and restric-
tions that are not well captured in generic solu-
tions and often require heavy customisation. 

We believe that patient safety should be a top 
priority for all hospitals regardless of size and 
type. Yet many hospitals in Asia continue to use 
a paper based system which is often inefficient 
and prone to errors. Prohibitive cost and imple-
mentation complexities are the most common 
reasons for this situation. 

We seek to bridge this gap with QUASR.

Our vision for QUASR is to make patient safety 
solutions affordable and accessible to all hospi-
tals. QUASR has carefully crafted process work-
flows, built-in forms and a host of unique and 
innovative features. This reduces the number of 
decisions you have to make before you have a 
usable system in hand!


